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ABSTRACT 

 Since the economic reform commence in July 1991, India has emerged as a 

chief trading and foreign trade has began to wield a grater influence on the 

domestic economy than at any other stage in India’s narration.  India was facing 

such a trouble like failure to pay on international commitments, or loosing of 

admittance to peripheral credit markets, mounting current account discrepancy, 

declining rate of economic growth, elevated inflationary pressures, reduction of 

foreign currency reserves etc. The reform initiatives included, among other 

things, reducing the level and dispersion of tariffs and quantitative restrictions 

and improving regulations on domestic and improving regulations on domestic 

and foreign investments.1 The process of trade linearization and market oriented 

economic reforms intensified in 1991 in India.  The reforms undertaken varied in 

rights and content in diverse economic and trade areas.  

INTRODUCTION 

 As the performance of India’s foreign trade has proved, such as growth and 

structural changes in export, changes in speculation and exposure of the export 

economy of India, and economic reforms are acquainted with as an ample for the 

swift growth. To what scope has India shift towards an additional unbolt trade 

policy contribution to the growth acceleration?  Economist have extensive argue 

that the swing away from a congested to a more untie economy should improve 

                                                 
1  Natural Resource Accounting: Economic Valuation of Intangible Benefits of Forests 

by T.R. Manoharan, 2000 
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the competence of resource distribution in budding economies and contribute to 

extra hasty economic growth.  

Enormity of Economic Reforms  

 The Indian economic reforms switched towards the “connoisseur market” 

path after the monetary and political crises in 1991. The government guided by 

Prime Minister Narsinhama Rao and his Finance Minister Manmohan Singh on 

track to follow economic liberalization with the aspire of removing obstacle to 

market. Reforms of the exterior segment and the consequent accomplishment on 

the equilibrium of payment face a key role in the spin in the growth of GDP, 

employment and societal pointer. The country external debt situation has 

improved after economic reforms markedly in past few years. The government 

commences a comprehensive package of reforms casing trade, industrial and 

exchange rate policy regimes.  

 India’s time tasted instituted offer foreign investor a transparent 

environment that guarantees the securities of their long term investment.  The 

chief aspect of economic reforms is an exodus from vital development and 

directing economic activity on the microeconomic echelon to macroeconomic 

stabilization policy.  

  An essential element of the macroeconomic refocusing is the construction of 

commercial and speculation banking organism, central bank, and a vigorous 

monetary and foreign trade policy.  The presently functioning system of India 

intended for credit to the most proficient, most aggressive and most 

advantageous recipients who became the most proficient of producing the steam 

of goods and services that permitted the economy to grow.   Parts of economic 

reforms taxation laws have been revised. The value added tax has been 

introduced. Critics of liberalization have blamed the slowdown on the effect of 

trade policy reforms on domestic industry (for example, Nambiar et al, 1999; 
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Chaudhuri, 2002)2 the country has also achieved much triumph with trade 

liberalization by eliminating licensing necessities and quota ceiling.  

 Economic reforms required to convert the private sector into the federation 

of economic growth preferably making it capable to drive competitively in world 

market. The chief component of the reforms procedure includes cavity domestic 

market to foreign trade. Economic reforms are principally established by key 

economic and political group of persons in India. That is reforms reallocate 

toward trade liberalization, eliminations of subsidies and lingering role of 

foreign market focus.  

Economic reforms impact on economic growth  

 From 1980 to 1985 the Indian economy was stagnant. Following economic 

reforms Indian economies elevate.  Since the year 2002, Indian economy grew at 

a standard rate of over 8%.  Per capita income more than doubled during the 

period of 1990-2005. In the late 2000s, India's growth has reached 7.5%, which 

will double the average income in a decade.3 Analysts say that if India pushed 

more fundamental market reforms, it could maintain the rate and yet reach the 

government's 2011 target of 10%. India’s GDP growth released for the last 

quarter of 2009-10 turned out to be robust, it howed a record growth of 8.6 

percent as compared to the growth of 5.8 percent in the same quarter of previous 

year. For the fiscal 2009-10 India's economy grew by 7.4 percent which is an 

upward revision from earlier estimates of 7.2 percent due to higher-than-

anticipated growth in agriculture, mining and manufacturing sectors. 

                                                 
2  This approach reflects to some extent the revisionist view of the role of trade policy 

reforms being expressed internationally as for example by Rodrik (1999). For a 
critique of the revisionist view, see Bhagwati and Srinivasan (2001). 

3  Economic survey of India 2007: Policy Brief. OECD 
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 India’s merchandise trade enlargement statistics explain development since 

November 2009. 4Merchandise trade receives a "continued interest...due to its 

crucial role in economic development as it binds producers and consumers 

located in different countries into a global economic system"  

 The function of low base in the high growth cannot be denied, but one 

cannot also overlook the increase in stipulate in the international market. Latest 

figure accessible for April 2010 showed growth in exports by 36.2 percent as 

against the negative 33.2 percent pragmatic in same month of last year. 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 

GDP-Growth 9.40 7.30 5.40 7.20 

CPI 6.40 9.30 5.50 4.90 

 

 India Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expanded 7.90% over the last 4 

quarters. The India Gross Domestic Product is worth 1217 billion dollars or 

1.96% of the world economy, according to the World Bank. India's diverse 

economy encompasses traditional village farming, modern agriculture, 

handicrafts, a wide range of modern industries, and a multitude of services. 

Services are the major source of economic growth, accounting for more than half 

of India's output with less than one third of its labor force.  

Foreign Trade augmentation in India 

 A trade is support on virtual comparative benefit and enlarges welfare in 

country. It has been increasingly amazingly in recent years that welfare appears 

form increased export.  Trade liberalization made added sturdy and appropriate 

policy for export endorsement.  In this direction to see the development of 

                                                 
4 Draft IMTS 2010, see http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/doc10/BG-IMTS2010.pdf 
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export of India in current year 2010 this is very successful to trade liberalization! 

Export during 2010, were valued in US $ 16145 million (Rs. 73964 crore). 

 Which was 35.1 percent higher in dollar terms? (27.5 percent in higher in 

Rupee terms) than the level of US $ 11952 million (Rs. 58005 crore) during May 

2009. Cumulative value of export for the period of April-May 2010, was US $ 

33032 million ( Rs. 14911 crore) as against US $ 24349  million (Rs. 120069 

crore)  registering a growth of  3507 percent in Dollar terms  and 24.2  percent in 

Rupee terms over the same period  last year. And same as imports and trade 

balance stature shows concurrently and sustainable expansion in foreign trade of 

India.  

  

EXPORTS (including re-exports)    May  April –May (US $ Million)  

2009-2010 11952 24349 

2010-2011 16145 33032 

%Growth 2010-2011/ 2009-2010 35.1 35.7 

IMPORTS 

2009-2010 19806 38858 

2010-2011 27437 54745 

%Growth 2010-2011/ 2009-2010 38.5 40.9 

TRADE BALANCE 

2009-2010 -7854 -14509 

2010-2011 -11292 -21712 
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  India’s international trade growth has accelerated.  The sectoral swing of 

India’s domestic economy is incompletely determined by rapid economic 

expansion in the nation’s trade in merchandise and services.   Since 1999 India’s 

international trade growth has accelerated. Between 1995 and 2005 India’s total 

merchandise trade and imports of services almost tripled in assessment, and its 

exports of services quadrupled in value.   

 Imports during May, 2010 were valued at US $ 27437 million 

(Rs.125694  crore) representing a growth of 38.5 per cent in dollar terms (30.8 

per cent in Rupee terms)  over the level of imports valued at US $ 19806 million 

( Rs. 96125 crore) in May, 2009. Cumulative value of imports for the period 

April-May, 2010 was US $ 54745 million (Rs. 247211 crore) as against US $ 

38858 million  (Rs. 191502 crore) registering a growth of 40.9 per cent in 

Dollar terms and 29.1 per cent in Rupee terms over the same period last year. 

 The trade deficit for April - May, 2010 was estimated at US $ 21712 million 

which was higher than the deficit of US $ 14509 million during April -May, 

2009. The lofty growth rate of retail export at more than 20 percent during the 

last four years is more than a twice the existing growth of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). This has been achievable as an outcome of a constant foreign 

trade policy outline provided by the government. 

 India’s trade with CIS region has mount 19.41% in the year of 2006-07, 

over the earlier year with entire trade worth US $ 5 billion. India’s foremost 

export merchandise to the CIS regions are pharmaceuticals, Coffee, readymade 

garments, Iron& steel equipment, fertilizers, minerals, etc.  To retain the rank 

and position of foreign trade India has focus on several trade endorsement 

programme like enhance interactions, institutional mechanism, and a few 

working group has been recognized like India Trade Promotion Organization ( 

ITPO) and National Centre  for Trade Information (NCTI) which are  drawn in 

adaptation of functional of trade information,  providing trade statistics for 
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specify country etc.  For diverse category of trade India has made an assortment 

of trade agreement with WTO- as agriculture, NAMA, RTAs, SPS and TBT.  

India has signed newly trade agreement with neighbor countries –its provincial 

and bilateral trade agreements are in special phase of expansion. TA are India-

Sri Lanka Free Trade Agreement, Trade Agreements with Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

Sri Lanka, Maldives, China, and South Korea, India-Nepal Trade Treaty, 

Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement (CECA) with Singapore,  

Framework Agreements with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(ASEAN), Thailand and Chile.  Preferential Trade Agreements with   

Afghanistan, Chile, and Mercosur (the latter is a trading zone between Brazil, 

Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay). 

Tendency of India’s Foreign Trade 

 Exports                   (Rs. Crore)  

Region Exports  
April-March  

 2004-05 2005-06 

West Europe 19501.2 24563 

East Europe 178.98 178.98 

CIS and BALTIC States 1088.61 1232.42 

Russia 631.26 729.89 

Asia and Oceania 39994.39 48222.08 

Africa 5572 7138.66 

America 16812.43 21193.2 

Latin American Countries 2160.63 2955.96 
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 A study of above table reveals that the 8 major sources for the export form 

India, in April 2004-05 Asia and Oceania, West Europe and America acquire 

much merchandise as added countries. The similar in next year 2005-06 also 

data also stay behind the identical in increasing import from India. Guidelines of 

export figure examine that India’s foreign trade is in supporting modus operandi 

with towering stature to the other country.  India has concentrate more on export 

merchandise.  

Tendency in growth of  foreign trade scale. 

Trends in growth in trade volumes (per cent change) 

Projections 

 2008 2009 2010 2010 

World Trade Volume 
(Goods and Services) 

2.8 (-)12.3 5.8 6.3 

Imports      

Advanced Economies 0.5 (-)12.2 5.5 5.5 

Emerging and Developing 

Economies 
8.9 (-)13.5 6.5 7.7 

Exports     

Advanced Economies 1.8 (-)12.1 5.9 5.6 

Emerging and Developing 

Economies 
4.4 (-)11.7 5.4 7.8 

Source: IMF: WEO, January 2010 

 The enlarge world depression had reflective crash on world trade. The 

US$16 trillion universal trade of 2008 faint, getting US $ 5.8 trillion in the 

original half of 2009 compared to US$8.2 trillion in the corresponding phase of 

2008.  

 As a outcome, magnification of world output and trade competence of 

goods and services hack down to (-) 0.8 and (-) 12.3 per cent equally in 2009 

according to the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) World Economic Outlook 
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(WEO) January 2010.The World Trade organization (WTO) in March 2009 

guesstimate a 9 per cent decline in global trade for 2009, the chief in over 60 

years. The turn down was more manifest in the case of complex economies.  

Imports:            (Rs crores) 

Region 
Exports  

April-March  

 2004-05 2005-06 

West Europe 25428.45 29834.8 

East Europe 193.09 311.24 

CIS and BALTIC 

States 
1960.07 2886.52 

Russia 1322.74 1992.01 

Asia and Oceania 39707.72 49297.49 

Africa 4008.65 4683.93 

America 9810.28 11064.54 

Latin American  

countries 
2019.33 2372.12 

   Source: Indian Business Directory.  

 

 The table gives an idea of the chief provider of India’s import. Asia and 

Oceania has been our most important supplier. The West Europe, America and 

Africa still persist to be major suppliers of capital apparatus to India and till 

newly were among the top 3 suppliers. The U.S.S.R. became a significant 

suppliers due to our rupee payment agreements but vanished importance when 

the measures to broke down after 1991.  Due to India’s mounting import of 
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petroleum, Rest of Asia and Oceania countries like Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, 

U.A.E and Kuwait are imminent as important suppliers.  

India’ Services drive overseas 

India's exports of services 

 Commodity groups  Percentage share CAGR Growth rate  

Sr. 
No 

 2000-
01 

2008-
09 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2000-01 
to 2006-
07 

2007-
08 

2008-
09 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

1 Travel 21.5  10.7 10.4 12.0 17.3 24.4 -4.0 22.0 -9.2 

2 Transportation 12.6 11.1 11.1 12.6 25.4 25.6 12.7 39.9 -10.6 

3 Insurance 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.9 28.1 37.2 -13.4 1.8 6.1 

4 GNIE 4.0 0.4 0.4 0.5 -14.6 30.8 17.5 30.2 -5.2 

5 Miscellaneous 60.3 76.4 76.7 73.0 33.4 21.3 15.9 27.4 -25.2 

 a. Software Services 39.0 45.5 47.5 53.4 30.5 28.8 14.9 35.3 -11.5 

 b. Non-software 
Services 

21.3 30.9 29.2 19.5 38.0 11.6 17.5 16.3 -47.5 

 c. Business Services 2.1 16.2 16.5 12.7 87.6 15.3 -1.9 9.9 -39.5 

 d. Financial 
Services 

2.1 3.9 4.5 4.6 44.1 3.6 22.7 58.4 -19.2 

 e. Communication 
Services 

7.0 2.1 2.5 1.8 12.1 6.5 -9.8 11.1 -42.0 

 Total Service 
Export  

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 28.7 22.4. 12.5 27.6 -21.4 

Source: Calculations based on RBI data, Note: Growth rate in US dollar terms. 

GNIE = Government Not Included Elsewhere 

 India, which is stirring towards services conquered GDP growth with a  

9 per cent CAGR for services which is elevated than the 5.8 per cent for  

non-services during 2000-01 to 2006-07, is also moving towards a services-

dominated export growth with a CAGR of 28.7 per cent for services during 

2000-01 to 2006-07 which is higher than the 19 per cent for merchandise exports 

during the corresponding period. Services exports reached US$ 102 billion in 

2008-09 with a moderate growth of 12.5 per cent over the previous year. Growth 

has been reasonably good in the miscellaneous services category which has 

increased its share by 16.1 percentage points to 76.4 per cent in 2008-09 

compared to 2000-01. While the share of software services enlarged by  
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6.5 percentage points to 45.5 per cent, the share of non-software services 

increased by 9.6 percentage points to 30.9 per cent. The CAGR of various 

services was very high at 33.4 per cent during 2000-01 to 2006-07 followed by 

annual growth rates of 21.3 per cent and 15.9 per cent correspondingly in  

2007-08 and 2008-09). While the high growth rate of the US $ 47 billion  

(2008-09) software services exports is well known, the high CAGR of  

non-software services during 2000-01 to 2006-07 is remarkable. This was due to 

the high growth in communication services and commerce services exports, 

which, however, have fared very badly in both 2008-09 and the first half of 

2009-10 with pessimistic growth rates; and monetary services which registered 

high CAGR during 2000- 01 to 2006-07 and high growth in 2008-09. 

 Services exports are anticipated to rise in 2009-10, though at a moderately 

slower velocity. While the inferior merchandise trade exaggerated transportation 

exports in the first half of the year, with accept in global and India’s trade, 

transportation exports are also expected to pick up. Software including BPO 

services after a depressing export growth in the first half of 2009-10 has shown a 

recovery with an estimated positive but tepid growth of 5 percent in 2009-10 and 

a projected 13-15 per cent growth in 2010-11, according to NASSCOM. 

Receipts under business and practiced services are also expected to be higher. 

According to the Ministry of Tourism, though foreign visitor arrivals declined in 

the first quarter of 2009-10, the growth rate has marginally improved during 

April-September 2009 as compared to the corresponding period of the previous 

year. In fact, both FTA and FEE have picked up in December with growth rates 

of 21 percent and 44.4 percent respectively over December 2008. Given the 

trend, travel receipts are also expected to recover in the remaining period of the 

year. 
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India’s importation of Services 

India's imports  of services 

 Commodity groups Percentage share CAGR Growth rate  

Sr. 
No 

 2000-
01 

2008-
09 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2000-01 
to 2006-

07 

2007-
08 

2008-
09 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

1 Travel 19.2 18.1 18.8 17.8 15.6 38.5 1.8 23.3 -9.8 

2 Transportation 24.4 24.6 27.4 20.2 14.6 42.7 11.3 39.2 -29.4 

3 Insurance 1.5 2.2 2.1 2.7 19.3 62.6 8.2 13.6 22.9 

4 GNIE 2.2 1.5 0.8 0.9 4.0 -6.7 110.9 -13.4 12.6 

5 Miscellaneous 52.6 53.6 50.9 58.3 24.5 2.7 -4.8 12.0 9.3 

 a. Software Services 4.1 5.4 6.9 3.4 25.1 48.1 -16.2 20.1 -53.4 

 b. Non-software 
Services 

48.6 48.2 44.1 55.0 24.4 -1.2 -3.4 10.7 19.1 

 c. Business Services 7.0 29.7 28.0 34.3 57.9 4.3 -6.8 7.3 16.9 

 d. Financial Services 13.5 5.7 6.1 8.4 7.2 4.7 -5.6 37.8 30.0 

 e. Communication 
Services 

0.9 2.1 2.0 2.5 35.8 8.0 26.4 27.3 19.5 

 Total Service Export  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 20.4 16.2 1.1 20.2 -4.6 

Source: Calculations based on RBI data. 

Note: a Growth rate in US dollar terms. 

 Imports of viable services have develop into imperative in modern years 

reaching US$ 52.0 billion in 2008-09 though growth had slow down to 1.1 per 

cent due to global depression. Business services are the most important grouping 

of services imports, followed by transportation and travel. Import growth of 

business services which turn down by (-) 6.8 per cent in 2008-09 pulled out by 

16.9 per cent in the foremost half of 2009-10. 

 Import growth of transportation and travel which decelerated in 2008- 09 

was pessimistic in the first half of 2009-10 and mostly so in the case of 

transportation indemnity, financial and communication services have registered 

affirmative growth.  
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Trade Balance  

 The trade deficit for April 2010- April, 2011 was estimated at US$ 10.42 

billion which was higher than the deficit of US$ 6.65 billion during April 2009-

April, 2010. 

(US $ Million) 

Department of Commerce Economic Division  

Exports & Imports : (Provisional) 

 April April-April 

EXPORTS (including re-exports) 

2009-2010 12397 12397 

2010-2011 16887 16887 

% Growth 2010-2011/ 
2009-2010 

36.2 36.2 

IMPORTS 

2009-2010 19052 19052 

2010-2011 27307 27307 

% Growth 2010-2011/ 
2009-2010 

43.3 43.3 

TRADE BALANCE 

2009-2010 -6654 -6654 

2010-2011 -10420 -10420 
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Export origination from Special Economic Zones (SEZs).  

Exports from special economic zones 

Year 
Value of exports from 

SEZs (Rs crore) 

Growth rate 
(per cent) (over the 

previous year) 

2003-04 13,854 39 

2004-05 18,314 32 

2005-06 22,840 25 

2006-07 34,615 52 

2007-08 66,638 93 

2008-09 99,689 - 

2009-10 (up to 

31/12/2009) 

1, 51,785  

 

 Even during the current economic condense; SEZs have registered 

impressive growth in exports besides investment and employment generation. In 

a petite duration of about three years since the SEZs Act and Rules were notified 

in February 2006, formal approvals have been approved for setting up of 571 

SEZs out of which 346 have been notified. A total of 105 SEZs are exporting at 

present. Substantial exports from the SEZs have enlarged by 50 per cent to Rs 

99,689 crore in 2008-09 with a CAGR of 48.4 per cent during 2003-04 to 2008-

09 compared to the CAGR of 23.4 per cent for total merchandise exports of the 

country for the equal period. Exports during the first three quarters of the current 

year have been to adjust of Rs. 1, 51,785 crores. 

 However, India still has a extended way to go - its split in world exports was 

a measly 0.65% in 1994-95. India imported Rs.887 billion of goods in 1994-95, 

and exported Rs.823 billion. 
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 The existing trade policy (2004-09) has visualized a objective of US$ 200 

billion by 2009. In last three years of function of the current policy, India’s 

exports to the world have enlarged from US$ 83.53 billion in 2004-05 to US$ 

126.26billion in 2006-07.  

 For the monetary year – 2007-08, India’s total exports, according to 

estimation, are probable to be roughly US$ 155 billion. India’s export dipped 

1.1% at $12.7 billion in December 2008 over December 2007, according to 

statistics released by the commerce department today, 2 February 2009. Turn 

down in exports in October and November 2008 was a large amount at 12.1% 

and 9.9% correspondingly. Meanwhile, India's imports at some point in 
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December 2008 catalog a growth of 8.8% at $20.25 billion. There was, however, 

a pointed 31.9% growth in non-oil imports during the month which was equalize 

by a 30.9% fall in oil exports, mainly due to a plunge in global oil prices. 

CECPA through Mauritius 

 A Comprehensive Economic Cooperation and Partnership Agreement 

(CECPA) intended at boosting bilateral trade, speculation and common 

economic collaboration between India and Mauritius is organism negotiated. 

During the visit of PM of India to Mauritius from March 30-April 2, 2005 both 

the countries granted for a Comprehensive Economic Cooperation and 

Partnership Agreement (CECPA) to enhance bilateral trade, speculation and 

general cost-effective cooperation. Therefore an Empowered Negotiation Team 

consisting of legislature from equally the sides for functioning out the obligatory 

modalities were constituted.  

Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) through SACU 

 The Southern African Customs Union (SACU), the oldest Custom Union of 

the world, encompass South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana and 

Namibia. India and SACU have articulated their target to enter into a 

Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) through the aspire of promoting growth of 

trade between the two parties and providing apparatus to negotiate and terminate 

a comprehensive Free Trade Agreement within a realistic instance. 

Foreign speculation 

 The most recent existing statistics on FDI showed an investment of USD 

35168 million in 2009. This was much advanced as compared to the investment 

conventional in the earlier year. In the assortment category, total investments 

inflow was USD 21313 million in 2009, as compared setback in investments by 

the FIIs. Due to revolutionize in economic policy of India more Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDIs) and Foreign Institutional Investor (FIIs) appear into the 
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country. This is an approach reinforce the groundwork the Indian economy the 

self-confidence catalog of overseas patron at soaring.   

FOREIGN INVESTMENT INFLOWS 

Year 
A. Direct investment B. Portfolio investment Total (A+B) 

Rs. crore US $ million Rs. crore US $ million Rs. crore US $ million 

2000-01    18406 4029 12609 2760 31015 6789 

2001-02    29235 6130 9639 2021 38874 8151 

2002-03    24367 5035 4738 979 29105 6014 

2003-04    19860 4322 52279 11377 72139 15699 

2004-05    27188 6051 41854 9315 69042 15366 

2005-06    39674 8961 55307 12492 94981 21453 

2006-07    103367 22826 31713 7003 135080 29829 

2007-08    138276 34362 109741 27271 248017 61633 

2008-09    161481 35168 -63618 -13855 97863 21313 

Source: RBI statistics  

 The trends in flow of FDI  has been fairly  energetic over the  past 3 years, with 

a sustaining and rebalancing speculation flow Reforms in the monetary, 

communication and  allocation sector have expectant  foreign investment in India. .  

On multilateral traffic, through out the cooperation, India has constant to track its 

nationwide interest across all the areas under the DOHA work programme.It 

continued to work beneficially with its federation partners chiefly the G-20 and G-

23 in the agriculture, NAMA-11, and other budding country groupings counting the 

African group, ACP countries, CARICOM, and LDCs in order to protected 

expansion imperatives.  

 he key function that capital formation plays in creating and increasing prolific 

capacities, incorporating knowledge, and rising efficiency makes it as an 

elementary feature in macroeconomic expansion.  
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Overseas speculation Policies 

•  Majority foreign equity, even up to 100%, is permissible in some 

segment. 

•  Foreign investment up to 51% in 35 towering main concern regions is 

entitled for automatic endorsement, provided by Reserve Bank of India, 

within 2 weeks of application. 

•  Use of foreign brand names & brand name for sale of goods in India is 

permitted. 

•  Foreign corporations are permissible to release area offices in India. 

•  Hotels & tourism correlated industries are besides appropriate for 

automatic approval for direct foreign investment by up to 51% equity. 

•  Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) have been allowed to spend in the 

Indian capital market. Foreign investment has been allowed in off-shore 

finances encourage by Indian Financial Institutions. Indian companies 

have been allowed to propose Global Depository receipts (GDRs), 

which are traded in main international stock exchanges. 

•  There is now a market resolute exchange rate for the rupee. Foreign 

exchange is liberally accessible for a numeral of purposes like payment 

of royalties, lump sum fees, dividends, business travel abroad etc. 

•  Other application for foreign equity investment shall moreover be 

measured on case-to case origin for permission by Secretariat for 

Industrial Approvals. 

Prolong policy for the overseas trade 

 A Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) has been set up to consider 

all other proposals that do not qualify for automatic clearance. FIPB is 

empowered to approve up to 100 per cent foreign ownership. The restrictions on 
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investments by large industrial houses and foreign controlled companies under 

the MRTP Act were also abolished. A phased program of disinvestments of 

public ownership in public sector corporations has been launched. The outward 

investments by Indian enterprises were also liberalized and proposals fulfilling 

certain norms could now be granted automatic approval. 

 Opportunities for trade and investment persist to stay alive crosswise almost all 

the sectors. The untie entrance strategy is an essential component of the economic 

reforms.  It encourages foreign venture and promotes foreign trade. However, these 

attempts at economic liberalization were halfhearted, self-contradictory, and 

often self-reversing in parts…..5 In contrast, the economic reforms launched in 

the 1990s (by Prime Minister P V NarasimhaRao and Dr. Manmohan Singh as 

his Finance Minister) were ‘much wider and deeper’….6 and decidedly marked a 

‘U-turn’ in the direction of economic policy followed by India during the last 

forty years of centralized economic planning. 

  In India foreign investment has provided resources, new equipment, decision-

making skill, and exercise for labors etc.  An economic reform has minimized 

poverty by tumbling the velocity of employment and finances debit by generating 

additional returns. The elementary intention of economic reforms is to convey about 

swift and constant enhancement of the eminence of the people of India. India’s 

trading relation with chief provincial trading blocks in 1990 and 2000 can be seen 

very strappingly. India’s entry in WTO will make more unbolt entrance for the 

international traffic and commerce. These trade agreements recommended 

directions and Indian’s tariff became lowered and Indian goods have enhanced 

                                                 
5  See for example, John Harris, ‘The state in Retreat? Why has India experienced such 

Halfhearted Liberalization in the 80s? IDS Bulletin (Institute of Development 
Studies, Sussex, U.K.), Vol. 18, No. 4, 1987. 

6  Jeffrey D Sachs; Ashutosh Varshney; and Nirupam Bajpai eds., India in the Era of 
Economic Reforms (New Delhi, Oxford University Press, 1991), p.1. 
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admittance to world market open to a member of WTO. India desires to progress a 

well-celebrated approach to its potential economic reforms.  

 According to the finance minister achieving 9% to 10% growth is very 

much within reach in medium term. FDI inflows topped $ 1.74 billion in 

November 2009, up 60% form November 2008 when FDI inflows stood at $ 

1.08 billion. The number of registered foreign institutional investors   was 1710 

as on May 31, 2010, and the total FII inflow in equity during January to May 

2010, was US $ 4606.50 million while it was   US $ 5931.80 million.   Moreover 

India received FDI worth US $ 25,888 million during –March –April.  

 According the Gem and Jewelry Export Promotion Council, the export of 

gems and jewelry form India counting rough diamonds, increased by 57.08 

percent during April-May 2010. According to the Asian Development Bank 

“Asia Capital Market Monitor report” the Indian equity market has emerged as 

the third largest after China and Hong cog in the budding Asian province with 

market capitalization of virtually US $ 600 billion.  

 India has completed so sound dealing in foreign trade. The resource of the 

economic congress examined that nation growth indoors with suspiring 

conclusion. Moreover productivity growth also increased and it gains through 

out the 1880-98. And this hasty economic progress has transformed in cities and 

costal areas. Living standard of everyone in India has have drastically changed 

after the economic reforms but some how it shaped wealth disparity also! 7The 

living conditions for much of India’s rural population have improved, but 

conditions for many remain quite meager. As of 2002, only 27% of India’s rural 

households had access to tap water; over half relied on tube wells or hand pumps 

for water. Nearly half of India’s rural households do not have electricity for 

lighting, and less than 10% possess a telephone, either landline or cell phone. 

One government study found that 77% of Indians — more than 830 million 

                                                 
7  “Nearly 80% of India Lives on Half Dollar a Day,” Reuters, August 8, 2007 
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people — live on less than 20 rupees (about 50 cents) per day. The U.N. 

Development Program ranked India 126th out of 177 countries on its 2006 

human development index (between Namibia and Cambodia), up from 127th in 

2005.  

 In toting up economic reforms and existing foreign trade policy has proved 

antagonism in the domestic market and rivalry has forced domestic enterprises to 

become more competent. India’s economic reforms have resulted in one of the 

most swiftly mounting economy in the globe.  

 With a hasty development of economy and its incorporation with 

international commerce and attention in the Indian economy is at a peak. This is 

a reflected in mounting foreign trade in India. With the initiation of the 

economic reforms, India started measured progression of transforming its import 

control device form quantitative boundaries to a tariff based structure that 

privileged that import of several types of products, but deterred the import of 

supplementary types of products.   

Overseas joint venture Policies 

 India's attempt to go faster industrialization & recover global 

competitiveness established enhance with the declaration of the New Industrial 

Policy in July 1991. An input component of the Industrial Policy & a vital 

module of the reform program is the clean approach towards foreign venture & 

scientific tie-up. The Policy changes were considered to magnetize momentous 

& constant investment inflows keen into India, whereas encouraging 

technological alliance between Indian & foreign companies.  

Indian multiparty endeavor in a foreign country 

 Indian combined venture (Jvs) & entirely individual subsidiaries is a central 

device for endorse exports, trade extension & economic collaboration. India's 

foreign investment is the maximum amongst 3rd world realm & is isolated over 
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70 countries. As on 31st December 1994, there were 524 joint ventures, of 

which 177 were in function & 347 at dissimilar stages of accomplishment..  

Emergent affirmation of recent Foreign Trade Policy  

 With the introduction of the economic reforms, India started a steady 

development of transforming its trade in manage system from quantitative 

boundaries to a tariff based classification that privileged the import of several 

types of goods, but prevent the import of other types of products.8 In some cases, 

tariff rates were drastically raised when the import restrictions were boost. A 

side outcome of the transform in trade policy was the rising magnitude of import 

tariffs for India’s national financial plan. In financial year 1996/97, tariffs 

provided one third of India’s gross tax returns. 

Future Directions in Trade Policy 

 The Government of India has outlined the policy framework for rapid and 

sustained growth in exports. 

 (a)  Diminution in domestic surplus demand: 

 (b)  Improved Competitiveness 

 (c)  Deregulation 

 (d) Potentiality  for self-improvement 

 In recent foreign trade policy  2009-2014, government pronounce export 

promotion capital goods (epcg) scheme for exporters of engineering, electronic 

product, basic chemicals, pharmaceuticals, apparels, textile, plastic, handicraft, 

chemicals, allied products, leather and leather products subject to exclusions as 

provided in HBPv1. 

 

                                                 
8  “Trade Policy Review - India,” WTO Trade Policy Review Body, May 22, 2002, p. 31. 
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 In case of agro units, and units in cottage or small sector, import of capital 

goods at 3% Customs duty shall be permissible matter to completion of export 

compulsion corresponding to 6 times of duty saved on capital merchandise 

imported, in 12 years from Authorization issue-date.  

 9 In February 2002, the government signaled a return to reducing tariff 

protection.  The peak duty rate was reduced to 30 percent, a number of duty rates 

at the higher end of the existing structure were lowered, while many low end 

duties were raised to 5 percent. The net result is that the weighted average duty 

rate is 29 percent in 2002-03.  

 Import margins: Even though most of India’s import boundaries have been 

boost, there stay a small deposit of goods that are banned, illegal or monitored. 

Import veto are either due to vacant international obligations (for example, the 

international ban on trade in ivory) or on health and safety concern. In March 

2007, India banned the import of exist pullet, farm animals, and meat products 

from countries with bird flu epidemic. 

 10 India also controls the import of several products by means of rigorous 

policy.11  Finally, India standardizes imports by resources of monitoring import 

stream. Among these items are: milk products, fruits, nuts, coffee, tea, spices, 

cereals, oilseeds, edible oils, alcoholic products, silk, and toys. 

                                                 
9  The sharp increase in average duty rates in 2000 – 01 reflects the imposition of tariff 

on many agricultural commodities in anticipation of the removal of quantitative  
restrictions. Since these items were protected by quantitative restrictions in  the mid-
1990s, the combined protection provided by tariffs and quantitative restrictions  was 
probably higher in the mid-1990s. 

10  “Government Bans Live Poultry from Bird Flu-hit Nations,” Reuters (India), March 
13, 2007. 

11  For example imported second-hand automobiles must meet the following conditions: 
1. Be no more than three years old; 2. Comply with India’s Motor Vehicle Act of 
1988; 3. Have right-hand controls and steering; 4. Register speed in kilometers per 
hour; 5. Be certified “road-worthy” for at least five years after import; and 6. pass an 
safety and emissions inspection. Even when the vehicle is approved for import, it 
can only enter via specific ports. 
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 For SSI units, import of capital goods at 3 % Customs duty shall be 

allowable, subject to completion of export compulsion equivalent to 6 times of 

duty saved on capital cargo, in 8 years from Authorization issue-date, provided 

the landed CIF value of such imported capital goods under the scheme does not 

beat Rs. 50 lakhs and entire investment in plant and equipment after such 

imports does not exceed SSI frontier. 

 Duty exemption schemes: is facilitating duty free import of inputs requisite 

for export construction. Duty Exemption Schemes consist of (a) Advance 

Authorization scheme and (b) Duty Free Import Authorization (DFIA) scheme. 

A Duty Remission Scheme enables post export replenishment / remission of 

duty on inputs used in export product. Duty Remission Schemes consist of (a) 

Duty Entitlement Passbook (DEPB) Scheme and (b) Duty Drawback (DBK) 

Scheme. 

 Advance authorisation scheme: An Advance Authorisation is issued to 

permit duty free import of inputs, which are actually integrated in export 

merchandise (making normal allowance for wastage). In addition, fuel, oil, 

energy, catalysts which are consumed/ utilised to attain export product, may 

moreover be permissible. DGFT, by means of Public Notice, may eliminate any 

product(s) from purview of Advance Authorisation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Duty free import of mandatory spares up to 10% of CIF worth of 

Authorisation which are requisite to be exported/ supplied with ensuing product 

are allowed under Advance Authorisation. Advance Authorisations are issued 

for inputs and export items specified under SION. These can also be issued on 

the origin of Adhoc norms or self confirmed norms as per para 4.7 of HBP v1.  

 Duty free import authorisation (dfia) scheme: DFIA is issued to permit duty 

free import of inputs, fuel, oil, energy sources, channel which are requisite for 

production of export product. DGFT, by means of Public Notice, may eliminate 
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any product(s) from purview of DFIA. This scheme is in force from 1st May, 

2006. 

 Duty entitlement passbook (depb) scheme: Objective of DEPB is to 

neutralise frequency of customs duty on import contented of export product. 

Component of customs duty on fuel (appearing as consumable in the SION) 

shall also be factored in the DEPB velocity. Constituent of Special Additional 

Duty shall also be allowed under DEPB (as brand rate) in case of non-availment 

of CENVAT recognition. Neutralisation shall be provided by approach of grant 

of duty credit against export product. 

 Gems and jewellery: Exporters of gems and Jewellery can import / procure 

duty complimentary inputs for manufacturing.  Exporters may acquire 

Replenishment (REP) Authorisations from RA in harmony with modus operandi 

specified in HBP v1. 
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